
Sandstone Village Lady Holding
Matkas Pitchers Standing Statue
for Garden
Read More
SKU: 01617
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Beautiful Apsara Stone Statue, Sandstone
Apsara Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara Sculpture
for Home, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone
Statue

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Modern
Sculpture Mother Bathing her
Children for Home Decor
Read More
SKU: 01604
Price: ₹862,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor, Village Woman Stone Statue

Product Description
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Pink Sandstone Staue A Lady
Holding Matkas Outdoor Garden
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01602
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Apsara Sculpture
Khajuraho | Angel Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara
Sculpture for Home, Stone Lady Statue for Home Decor
, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone Statue

Product Description

Looks expensive but not so expensive, the Lady holding a Matkas outdoor stone
statue (6 feet) can spin your world to retro era. Bring it to your space and make it
hard for your guest to ignore. Material: Pink Sandstone Position: Standing Dimension:
72 x 36 x 18 inch Height: 6 feet The captivating statue of  the Apsara:

The above captivating statue of the lady is standing on a flowery pedestal holding a Matka,
a peacock behind.
Wearing a lovely smile with a humble stance, delicately carved on the sculpture.
She has adorned with cloth and precious ornaments carved on her body by intensifying the
charm.  with all the feminine perfection
A world without women is not possible, and the statue above is adorned with all the
feminine perfection.
The statue is a fanciable creation of the skillful craftsman of Odisha, Which is globally
famous for its stone carving.

Placement ideas of the outdoor stone statue: 
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You can use it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
Placing it on each side of the entrance of your home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel
will be
The lush green space of your garden, park, landscaping is proved to be the best location to
décor the magnificent sculpture.
You can place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and
swimming pool also a feast to the eye.

Cleaning instruction for the outdoor pink sandstone statue: 

The delightful statue is made of Pink Sandstone, the most durable material for exterior
decoration.
The chief advantage of Pink Sandstone is that is non-porous and weather resistant.
Clean it with water otherwise, you can also dust it by using a piece of cloth and a broom.
Cleaning should be done every alternate day so that dirt will not make accumulate over
the surface of the outdoor stone statue.

Pink Sand Stone Lady Statue
Holding Matkas for Garden and
Park
Read More
SKU: 01601
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara
Sculpture for Home, Stone Lady Statue for Home Decor
, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone Statue

Product Description
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Make a bold and sophisticated appeal with Pink Sandstone Lady statue holding
Matkas (6 feet) in your garden and park. Capture the eyes with its authentic details
and embrace any environment. Material: Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 36 x 18 
inch Height: 6 feet Position: Standing An enchanting idol:

This beautiful sculpture is standing in a curvaceous posture on a flowery plinth holding two
earthen pots.
Your eyes will be glued to the mesmerizing expression and its intricate detailing of the
ornamentation made by the artisans into the sculpt.
A beautiful peacock is seen standing behind her, amplifying the sculpture's charm easy on
the eye.

Suggestion to place the delightful decorative stone statue :

A fanciable option to use in the interior and exterior décor theme of home, office,
restaurant, marriage hall, and garden.
Knock out the look by placing it under the lamp of the park, garden, landscaping, in the
center of the fountain, and swimming pool, or any artificial water body.
Give your entrance a drop-dead gorgeous look by placing it on each side of your home,
restaurant, park, or garden.

Tips to follow while cleaning the statue:

The irresistible sculpture is made from pink sandstone, proved to be best for outdoor
ornamentation.
This pink sandstone is weatherproof, low maintenance, and shatter-proof material.
For cleaning, you can bathe the statue with running water, else wipe it down with a piece
of cloth or broom.
The cleaning should be followed every alternate day, so that dust wouldn't accumulate on
the surface of the decorative stone sculpture.
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